Ask Catherine

August 16, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
**Question:**
Dear Catherine,

This is my third email to you. It is always a great privilege to be able to communicate with someone so knowledgeable and willing to share with the community. I cannot thank you enough for what you are adding for humanity.

I wanted to ask you a very specific question about finding a local bank, which might be helpful to others as well. I have been banking with Wells Fargo and, obviously, looking to make a switch to a local NY credit union, at least for my savings account for now. I have found the Brooklyn CoOp credit union, and the Hudson Valley Credit Union.

Obviously I still need to do more research on them and other options, but I wanted to ask you about the difference between an FCU and a FISCU type of credit union, which they are respectively.

I also noticed none of them is corporate, but Brooklyn CoOp’s June 2021 profile PDF shows “program grants" awarded by corporate banks, such as Capital One, or even Wells Fargo. Is this affiliation something to be concerned about? I am pasting a screenshot of that below.
Also, the Brooklyn Co Op has a low income designation and is not a member of FHLB, while Hudson Valley is the opposite (no low income designation, but a member of FHLB).

Additionally, I live in Brooklyn and am much closer to the Brooklyn Co Op, but currently spending a lot of times overseas and Hudson Valley seems to have a much more technically advanced website, which might work better with my mostly remote status.

Finally, Hudson Valley has many times the assets of the Brooklyn Co Op, does that make it a safer choice?

I am sorry for the personal question, but I thought these are two quite different credit unions and their comparison might help others by pointing out their differences. Their websites are the following:

- Hudson Valley
- Brooklyn

On another note, I am really trying to "come clean" this year, and wanted to emphasize how important it is for all of us, to come up with an action plan. What is really happening should be obvious to everyone with a thinking brain who is not mind controlled, and I think you and everyone you have interviewed for us has made that point very clear. But I wish we could focus a bit more on “pushback” and ways to support that, while building local communities. I feel that putting more of our time and energy into building “a parallel civilization” as you had once said, seems like the thing to do, instead of spending too much time on trying to figure out what they are up to instead. So my end point is, perhaps we can focus more on how to connect with like-minded people, create sustainable and autonomous communities (which then can work as a network), and start to organize our thoughts towards an action plan that will help us transition into this necessary new era.

Thank you immensely for everything.

A

**CAF Notes & Links:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCU</td>
<td>Federal Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISCU</td>
<td>Federally Insured State-Chartered Credit Union <em>(National Credit Union Administration)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the United States, federal credit unions are chartered and overseen by the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), which also provides deposit insurance similar to the manner in which the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) provides deposit insurance to banks. State-chartered credit unions are overseen by the state's financial regulatory agency and may, but are not required to, obtain deposit insurance. Because of problems with bank failures in the past, no state provides deposit insurance and as such there are two primary sources for depository insurance – the NCUA and American Share Insurance (ASI), a private insurer based in Ohio.

Question:

Subject: Cash Revolution

Your idea about cash & cash Friday is brilliant! I think we could up this and help small businesses if they give discounts for cash. Even start a 2% cash discount to incentivise cash transactions. What say you?

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hello Catherine,

My husband will be retiring soon and the gap insurance coverage to get to Medicare is extremely expensive. Because of this we are looking at health sharing plans instead of traditional health insurance. Do you have any advice or insight into the health sharing companies? Is one better than the other? We’ve looked at most of them and it’s very difficult to tell which one is best. We’ve read several reviews of the different companies and their plans. Nothing really stands out as being a red flag or green flag except for one review that listed the number of members—some had 200,000 and some had over 1M. Do you think picking a plan based on the number of members is best? We want whatever plan we pick to be around long term and not fold due to lack of members.
(which means lack of money to share the expenses). What other criteria should we pay close attention to?

Thank you again for all the information you provide. It’s been very helpful to us knowing there so many like-minded people across the world.

Blessings to you,
J K

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine-

You may not be aware of a financial interview/podcaster named Eric Townshend, but he has a free podcast that seems to have a growing following and guests like Kyle Bass. He travels in the same circles as the real vision founders. His podcast invites content creators to submit their work. In his most recent podcast he was lamenting that no one is discussing the ramifications of CBDC’s (there is some recognition of how bad this could get)...he is missing the missing money and while seemingly understanding the arc of a real pandemic, fails to see the scamdemic. Anyway I think he might be a good target for enlightenment by you and the gang....the podcast website is macrovoices.com.

Since we haven't communicated directly before, I have a pretty diverse background as an investor, crisis manager, investment banker and management consultant. if I group my career into 10 year chunks: 1) valuations/investment banking, and also managing most of Touch Consulting's feasibility studies in the upper midwest (I lived in Minneapolis at the time...how sad to see what has happened) 2) the next period was being in a 3 person family office buying troubled companies (the one with most name recognition was Harlem Globetrotters), managing community banks and taking some of the businesses public 3) I managed distressed investments for what is now JP Morgan high yield and a large insurance complex and 4) back to private small companies where I am currently running an oil and gas services company in Appalachia. I used to do a lot of speaking at conferences and was on panels with people like Wilbur Ross, etc. I'd say my main strength is ferreting out the truth about how things really work vs. what is represented. Economics
degree from Michigan State (I don't know Skidmore).

I'd be happy to be a resource for you all where it might make sense...experience in agriculture, alternative energy (plenty of "it's not feasible"), energy (many types), healthcare, distress (a class in itself and rolls through different sectors)...anyway I could go on but I want to keep this short.

A couple of things that I'm finding I need personally that other Solari might need as well: 1) medical professionals that aren't towing the line and recommending the injection or things like statins and 2) financial planners that aren't all using the same efficient frontier...I've interview a few at this point and they all invest in a similar manner as the pension funds and insurance companies....everyone is on the same side of the boat! I really need someone that can step in if something happens to me as I manage our investments personally. I've been the alpha generator in a number of wall st. products and I'd prefer to invest in more non-traditional products than 60/40. Could lists or referral lists be developed at Solari?

Anyway, thanks for your consideration

BF

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Catherine,
I like to have documentation when I discuss the virus, vaccine, going direct takedown. Jon Titus showed a video clip of a guy working for the Fed, Chris Whalen i think was his name. Whalen said the Fed controls funding for most scientific research in the US. Can you point me to which interview that was with Jon Titus?

Thanks for all you do.

T

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19
Comment

Dear Catherine,

First, my greatest thanks for communicating the practice of your subscriber, who asked: *if there is anything in my body(s) that does not serve the Christ, may it leave now!*

Have used that myself effectively, and also with a counseling client- an RC millennial who had been “jbbd”- who immediately felt chills go up her spine, too! A very effective tool, and IMHO Divinely inspired. Along the lines of, “if we can face it, God can fix it”…. Please put it front and center in your prayer book!

The second thanks is for the Thomas Meyer series, very useful and timely. (I think you are right about the church deserting us and actually leading us astray in this perilous time).

Now, for the ‘heads up!”:

Here in {US Heartland}, the city encouraged folks to gather on a playing field at XXX to watch fireworks on July 4th, and quite a crowd was assembled. Just before the fireworks went off, as if on cue a small, black unmarked 2 engine plane circled the crowd and released a thick, oily looking black cloud behind it. I hoped it was an example of old-time skywriting, but my Inner Guidance said “no”… The plane flew off to the East after circling the crowd once and releasing the fumigant, and the fireworks began. Quite a display, too. CVD admissions to the hospital spiked the following week.

The plane was black, unmarked, about the size of a Grumann S-2T (see: https://www.fire.ca.gov/media/4951/aviation-guide2019-print.pdf)

I was not happy about this.

Then, on Aug. 8th, the same plane appeared at dusk and released a similar chemtrail in an area not too far from my house, a well-defined arc of dispersion, and then disappeared. As I was leaving town, and I did not track the admission rates- but a cursory examination of what was emitted (using spiritual science only) indicates:

a) the notorious graphene oxide- know to facilitate magnetic driving of organ systems where it is deposited, and easily aerosolized..

b) fat, likely renderings from animal processing

c) hospital waste, as in previous chemtrail analyses. This likely contained various mycoplasma, to degrade the immune, terrain and homeostatic systems.

{This} is a college town, in the first ring of XXX suburbs, and a “good” place for a test. I did feel somewhat like the mouse in Flowers for Algernon, though!
So: if you could get the word out to subscribers about the small, unmarked black plane with nasty exhaust, maybe we can start to assemble some ideas. I would like to get some better samples, and do some thorough analyses, so we can strategized appropriate defenses. Hopefully, a participant might put up a private website for communication.

**CAF NOTES**

Rappoport - it is never one thing
Chemical warfare is far preferred to biological warfare

**Comment:**
Catherine:

Saw this and thought of you. The legislation was proposed on August 8. The language on Congress.gov states:

As of 08/13/2021 text has not been received for H.R.4980 - To direct the Secretary of Homeland Security to ensure that any individual traveling on a flight that departs from or arrives to an airport inside the United States or a territory of the United States is fully vaccinated against COVID-19, and for other purposes.

Bills are generally sent to the Library of Congress from GPO, the Government Publishing Office, a day or two after they are introduced on the floor of the House or Senate. Delays can occur when there are a large number of bills to prepare or when a very large bill has to be printed.


Get the “for other purposes” language. Here we go, why mandate one vaccine when you can mandate them all!

Best,
M H

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Comment:
As a born-and-raised San Franciscan, I am so deeply offended by the way my home town has turned into the spearpoint of tyranny - 12 and up, no less.

San Francisco is mandating that residents 12 and up show proof of vaccination for most indoor activities as of next Friday -- the first major city to do so. (CNN)

CAF Notes & Links:

(Four separate questions on the same topic)

Comment:
On Friday, Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee signed Executive Order 83, which authorizes National Guard and State Guard troops to break into peoples' homes, kidnap them at gunpoint, and take them to covid internment camps, all without any due process or respect for civil rights. Individuals can be targeted for this medical kidnapping by armed troops via “telephone assessments,” and the medical kidnapping of American citizens is being labeled “involuntary commitment” to “temporary quarantine and isolation facilities.”

In other words, FEMA-style concentration camps are here, and covid is the excuse for mass arrests and executions of Americans.

These are, of course, death camps being constructed and operated under the cover of the covid plandemic, which we have exhaustively shown is rooted in junk science fraud and media psychological operations.

The Tennessee EO is on top of the CDC’s announcement that covid camps will be set up on a nationwide basis, with people being medically kidnapped and taken to “humanitarian settings” where they will be forced into labor pools, just like a scene ripped right out of Nazi Germany.

The average American, upon learning that concentration camps are now being authorized in the United States, is expressing shock and disbelief that this so-called “conspiracy theory” turns out to be official government policy. As reported by WorldNetDaily.com

I’d say ‘Aloha’, however this is hardly the meaning of Aloha, which is ‘God's eternal breath is always with you’. 💜
Good Morning,

I saw this Executive Order to Facilitate the continued response to COVID 19 signed by the Governor of Tennessee on 8/6/2021!

This is shocking, I'm trying to look further into if it's true....

I love Tennessee, grew up there and was wanting to move back due to the scorching heat here in Florida but idk at this point....
I wanted to get out of this HOA, change banks, be able to grow my own food and live in a rural area....

I thank you for all your hard work and information. I have to log on for work soon.

Catherine,

Thank you for all that you do!

I came across this from Mike Adams Natural News website and wanted to get your thoughts. This is a very disturbing executive order from the Governor of Tennessee. Sections 8, 14 and 18 where the most disturbing. Appears they (Tennessee Governor) are rolling over to allow medical tyranny to happen in their state.

Link to Mike Adams website - RED ALERT: Covid internment camps announced in America: Tennessee governor signs EO authorizing National Guard to carry out covid medical kidnappings – NaturalNews.com


Best,
P and S E

Tomorrow, I hope you will address the TN gov. and his tweet basically announcing concentration camps for those defying the man-dates. Is this for real!!?? I know this was on the books in NY but had been "assured" it had not been pushed through. I also understand it is on the books in FL as well! Is there no where left?
Thanks do all you do.

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Catherine,
I just finished watching the Doctors for Covid Ethics Symposium. It was informative, moving, and motivating. I’m activated now. Looking into switching banks tomorrow and spreading the word. This weekend I’m flying to Chicago on United and I’m going to bring the disclosure form for employers requiring vaccines to hand out to United employees.

Thank you so much for your amazing work.

Warm Regards, -L

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Suggestion for when you make restaurant reservations in these “Covid” Times:
‘Hi, table for two please. Sure, your name? Jessie.
Great. And do you and your guest have your vaccination cards?
We do. Can you tell us who or server will be?
Um, looks like Brad will be your server tonight.
Great. Can you show us Brad’s vaccination card?
Um…
And also, can you provide me with proof that Brad is not a carrier of HIV, Hepatitis A or B, or any other communicable diseases?
Um…
Also, we would prefer not to be served by someone who is on or uses recreational drugs such as marijuana, cocaine, meth, fentanyl etc., so if you could provide us with Brad’s most recent tox screen, that would be great!
Also, proof he is a citizen.
Um…
Let me get the manager for you.
That would be great, Thanks.’

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:
here he explains the simple mathematical formula to determine how quickly the “jabbed” will die
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=78437#more-78437

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

How does that make any sense? If you’ve ever heard about bacteria becoming resistant to antibiotics, then wouldn’t it make sense for virus to become resistant to vaccines? Personally I have no reason to believe that the Delta variant wasn’t just a created narrative, viruses always mutate, so at any stage you could name a new variant, a new one each week… But if these vaccines even work in the least, common sense would tell me a vaccine that does not prevent transmission would be driving mutations faster than anything else.

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback

Question:
Subject: A simple idea

Hello Catherine,

My question is what would you do with an idea that can be stated in a page or so that could change the momentum and public perception of the present vaccine situation? It is based on information that is available through the general media but collected and looked at from a different perspective.
Regards,

D

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hi Catherine,

Hope everything is well!

I would like to know your opinion regarding the so-called "Blackout". I didn't believe it was going to happen, because I think in some measure it can be beneficial for those resisting this sick, digital society, but then I saw the videos from the WEF and the imagery and symbolism in them are so clear that it really seems they are announcing it.

https://youtu.be/8rAiTDQ-NVY

I also read the Scenario For The Future of Technology And International Development from the Rockefeller foundation from 2010 which also predicts that potential scenario - https://issuu.com/dueprocesstv/docs/scenario-for_the-future

What do you think?

Thank you very much for your work, and for offering the Prayer book,
A A

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hi Catherine,

As always, thank you and your incredible Solari team for being a beacon of hope for so many of us. I am writing with a recommendation/comment and a question for you.
Comment: I would like to recommend Peggy Hall (https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/) to be someone you bring on Solari for an interview and definitely would like to nominate her for Hero of the Week. Here is another fabulous interview Peggy did with the great folks at Health Freedom for Humanity (perhaps you could share this in the show notes as it is especially useful for Americans to understand our constitutional rights): https://healthfreedomforhumanity.org/know-your-god-given-rights-with-peggy-hall/

It seems as each day goes by, as an American, it is more important than ever to get trained up as best as possible on our constitutional rights. Peggy does a great job at helping us with that.

Question: I am trying to make my way through the news about Afghanistan and my heart truly breaks human life. Do you mind sharing your thoughts on this and why all of a sudden this is happening now? Is this designed to be a distraction from something else they (the elites) are doing? Or perhaps a weird way to continue to push this threat of terrorism as now Americans who speak out against the mainstream message re: covid have been labeled as domestic terrorists? A Cliffsnotes overview would really be appreciated as I am having trouble understanding. Perhaps you'll already be covering this in Money and Markets this week.

Again, thanks for all that you do.

A

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Dear Catherine,

I appreciate all the information that you have provided through your channel. I have seen your Highwire episode and read your Telegram forum.

Please. Australians are under martial law not unlike any prison camp with limited exercise and prohibited from leaving their home. They are coerced into taking the jab by having to choose between life and livelihood. The entire system is corrupt, medical, police, g o v t , big national corps. Checkpoints have been set up.

How can we protect ourselves? A friend of mine is self employed as a builder and now is expected to produce proof of v a x to work.

With all your insights and relationships, do you know any lawyer or person in Australia that can guide us?

Any help or guidance would be greatly appreciated.

Gratefully, TF
Comment:
Take Action: 2nd Q wrap up on Solari

Is this the group Prof Farrell interviewed on Giza?
https://makeamericansfreeagain.com/

If not – could solari Ms Popper?

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Been wanting to access Askcatherine but somehow my apple laptop would revert me to my hotmail account; so I think with this protonmail I have more privacy/direct access.
I'm a licensed MFT in CA, LA working as a psychotherapist in outpatient psychiatry at the largest HMO in the country which is now mandating vaccination in response to CA dept of Health order. I've applied for Medical Exemption now being reviewed, but also feel intimidated about the regular routine Covid testing required if vax exemption was approved.
Am in my early 70s, have avoided allopathic med, and have enough experience/skills I think to offer at work in service of MH interventions, referring only to psychiatrist medication eval as last resort if patients so request. So I'm looking into relocating and also possible job opportunities (Montana? nearest state)so I'm wondering if a Solari circle exists there or in other alternative safer states.
Also unfortunately I've not been financially savvy so I've been paying only minimum my student loan which still has about 20,000 balance. Only started saving for retirement when I got divorced, 12 yrs ago and my daughter facilitated putting this in metals IRA depository.
So I would have to rely on Soc security and small pension plan from another county. Although my whole being cry against this mandate, I'm wary about going into litigation against my current employer due to possibility they would withhold my pension plan benefit. I plan to sell my condo which still has mortgage balance 256,000. So the prospect of losing income and relocation is quite challenging hurdle to face.
My anchor is mainly my Catholic faith/spirituality; although when I look around at church I stick out I'm the only one not wearing mask where I have always played organ/sang at
mass every Sunday; fortunately priest/deacons have not called me out about not wearing mask so far.
Appreciate your input/any information linking me to some community support.
A G ,LMFT

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Subject: Insurance or not?
Hi, Catherine,
I was rear ended last October. I thought it no big deal, did not get a lawyer and in a couple of days sought chiropractic treatment. (I already had some damage/arthritis to my neck and lumbar.) The chiropractor got me in pretty good shape so I was released. Now the pain is back and I have learned I will require adjustments on a regular basis to keep going. Medicare and my supplement have very limited coverage for this so I will have to self pay. I spoke to several lawyers who all want my case. I am normally not a litigious person but could sure use some help with my bills. I guess my question is, with everything going on, would you pursue something like this at this time? Thank you.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Somewhere I thought I read that Dick Durbin snuck a bill in restricting our access to over the counter supplements (ie Vitamin D), requiring us to get supplements only through doctors. I have searched and searched to see if it was stuck in the infrastructure bill but most likely in the bloated $3.5T deal. I am hoping your team can find out??

The no fly restrictions and now interstate restrictions, all in one day?!! Their desire for chaos and keeping us terrified is unbelievable.

Thank you for all you do, you have no idea how thankful we are.

L
Greetings, Catherine!

Have you ever heard of the so called, ‘Khazarian Mafia?’…Allegedly has morphed since early centuries of A.D. into the Rothchild/Rockefeller/Bush family crime syndicate. (with Clintons, too!) [see...https://prepareforchange.net/2020/06/23/the-khazarian-mafia-you-dont-know-what-you-dont-know/]

While this ‘history’ may be accurate or not, it did give me a new ‘lens’ on the current state of affairs that has proved to be very interesting...ie: that the BIS, CBs (esp. US & Europe), IMF, etc. are all extensions/servants of the Rothchild banking cabal and alliances. Could those at the top of the mafia pyramid, be the elusive ‘Mr. Global’ (?). It sure fits their profile and history steeped in fascist/eugenic ideology and criminality.

Thanks for your thoughts if you have a chance…It’s hard to imagine the intensity of your current schedule! The results of your work are invaluable…

Most sincerely,

SS

Greetings!

Love your site, as a member I appreciate all that you do and the information that you provide.

Question

Have you heard about becoming an American State National ???

I do not know anything about this and would like to find out more information.

I listened to a pod cast from SteelTruth.com and they interviewed someone about this topic.
What is this?  
Is it real?  
Benefits?

Thanks for your time with this question.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**
Hello Catherine,

Thank you for all of your many insights and what you do.

One of the things that we are looking for are what can be done to stop this tyranny in its tracks, especially in Canada? I appreciate you saying what you can but Do you believe a civil war may be on the horizon in the US and elsewhere? Are forces marshalling to take this tyranny on? The coup d'état is complete but when will the resistance appear, in what form and how can we get involved?

Thank you,

G and J

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**
Catherine

This series is blowing me away! I've been listening to David Icke for years and it reminds me so much of his information. I'm realizing how much I've been targeted. I also think my mother was definitely targeted. I am an RN and do inhome infusions and there's so much bullshit in this....I would love to talk to you. I started seeing "dark" energies, that looked like men who were not solid about 11 years ago when I decided to get out of an unhappy marriage. This is the spiritual side. I was attacked by these energies. I understand that you have so many people contacting you and I also appreciate all that you're doing, you're truly amazing! Thank you for being here. Also if you need more employees I would love to help your business in anyway. Also
Tennantproducts.com has great detox supplements. He is the genius who figured out the way we do cataract surgery. Bamboo charcoal helps with toxins or any kind of food poisoning. Restore with raw materials help detox heavy metals and has all the supplements to rebuild cells. Just an FYI.

Sincerely

L C

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Dear Catherine,

Why are you in Stavoren? it seems that you have been there for quite a while. Do you plan on coming back to Tennessee anytime soon? If not, why? Does Stavoren represent some form of "safe haven"? And if you have already answered these questions, please let me know where I can find your answers.

Thanking you in advance.

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Received this from a friend who is a nurse here in central Texas:

"After much consideration and long talks with some of my peers, we can finally say enough is enough!!! Just go out and get it already. It protects you, your family and everyone in the community. It's been scientifically, mathematically and statistically proven to make everyone safer. The communities that got them are overwhelmingly safer. The chances of side effects or accidents are so unbelievably small that it's completely absurd not to get one already. Quit being selfish, quit arguing online and go purchase a firearm."
On the injection front, organized protests are heating up for next few weeks, including the Capitol steps.

Take care,
K P

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Questions on Afghanistan:**
1. Doctored video on Afghanistan Speech

I never watch this stuff, but decided to turn it on because I wanted to see if they could give him enough medication to make it through the speech. What I saw was doctored video. I noticed that the area below the cheek bones was blurry. I texted a friend who thought the neck looked blurry too. I decided to video tape the screen with my phone and The Who bottom half of his face was altered. They were either blurring his wrinkles or there was someone else giving that speech.

2. We were wondering what was behind the rapid collapse of Afghanistan? We contend the globalists control both sides. Regardless, note the announcements from today in the headlines, “DOD to house up to 30,000 Afghan refugees on US military bases”. Would suggest this was all planned and part of the destroying of borders and national identity.

**Comment:**
You can find many videos and articles on the subject… This is an NBC news clip from a few years ago…. Bayer shipped aids tainted Factor 8 drugs that it couldn’t sell to other countries… The FDA asked that it be handled quickly and quietly….. These people are NOT your friends… The only shocking thing is that NBC actually covered the story.

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Hi Catherine,

I was recently listening to a past Solari Report episode from 2011, in which you mention utilizing the Quantron Resonance System to wipe the memory from the water in your cells after being exposed to harmful entrainment frequencies, or something to that effect. I hadn't before heard of the QRS, and brief research shows that it has been proven to increase cellular coherence and is indicated for certain clotting disorders such as thrombosis.

My question to you is, with your experience with the device, do you think this technology is worth looking into to mitigate the effects of 5G radiation or the damage that people are incurring from the injections?
All the best,
L

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hello Solari folks –
I am T W, a current subscriber. I am on digital only membership, but every so often there is something I would prefer to get a print copy.

Right now, that desire, is for The Solari Report Going Direct Reset 2020 Annual Wrap Up/ Volume 2021/Number One. We obviously cannot print our pdf due to copyright, unless there is a way to circumvent that issue, in which case we would be more than happy to just get it printed.

Is there any way that we can get a print copy or permission to print our pdf?

Thanks in advance. Keep up the amazing work. You are all beacons of hope in a very dark world!

Sincerely,
T W

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
I would like to apologize for copying 3 book reviews and sending them out to co-workers. The war between the vax and the unvaccinated is off the charts but most don't see the end game. I sent out the email below to about 10-15 people, when I realized a week later what I had done. I told them delete it and do not forward because the reviews were not public. Please tell me how to I can fix this with solari and using your stuff without permission. I am truly sorry Catherine for doing that.

ey

CAF Notes & Links:
Health

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question:
Also being discussed in Solari Circles/Connect: anyone interested in a F2F meeting in NYC in mid-Sept, after FDA EUA approval of vaccines and enforcement of NYC mandates is scheduled to begin? Hopefully interstate train/bus travel remains possible without vaccine passport.

CAF Notes & Links:

Recommended Links

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:

Dear Catherine

Thank you and the Solari team for all you do. We look forward to the weekly update with yourself and Jon Titus.

We have in set up our lives to the CAF rules of:
- home resilience (small farm, productive deep wells, natural aquifer, fruit, vegetables, Freeze drying for long term);
- local credit union & good governance
- diversification (we have banks accounts both personal and corporate and know our custodians in UK, Poland)
- 3 companies with revenue streams (2 Canada, 1 Poland)
- stopped building the prison and found people who are doing the same
- we shop & choose to support our local farmers and businesses so they will be there
- we have an amazing used book store that we buy quality books and he sources great literature for us
- no TV household
- we have worked through the recommendations from Cory’s digs to understand how to remove the elements of entrainment where possible
- we continue to build resilience outside the systems to be productive based upon our 3-country family needs

During the course of your weekly updates with John, you cover the regular topics and they always tend to include the following countries: USA, UK, Canada, Western Europe. We are living in Canada and are facing an upcoming election that based upon the USA results, may very well follow suit so that Trudeau is the ONLY winner. He has made a deal with Big Pharma to ensure “his people” are protected with a new injection every 6 months.

Question: We are well aware of the countries that are following the narrative and are being the poster children for WEF/Schwab/Gates etc. What countries are doing better at push back? All those I listed above are not doing any form of push back. We are a family living in 3 countries (Canada, UK, Poland) and are happy to become a bit more nomadic, following your “you may need to move/leave the nest and move to a place that doesn’t follow the narrative”. I am excellent at research based upon our family needs and so welcome your input on what countries are doing push back and/or fly under the radar of Mr. Global better than others? It's not a permanent solution, but being nomadic is looking at Plan B as we have set up that would allow this temporary change should we need to. We are blessed to have this option.

Thank you again for all your insights.

J
Comment:
Good morning, Catherine.
This isn't a question but thought you would be interested if you haven't seen it already.
Best,
S B

Comment:
Hello Catherine,
I am not sure if this is where to share articles. I apologize if I am cluttering up your email. Please let me know if there is another way to share articles that I come across.
Thank you,
K


Comment:
Thank you for all you do!
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Comment:

Subject: Menticide
This is wonderful clip showing what is happening to us on the deepest level

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09maaUaRT4M
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Comment:

Gareth Icke Talks To Canadian Activist Chris Sky
Thursday, August 12, 2021
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Question:

Catherine,
have you heard of Jacob Collier? Not sure of his stance on world events or if he is part of the global agenda, but my son introduced me to him. And, it is refreshing to hear young people playing upbeat music that includes cultural and generational sounds. I recommend you check him out and maybe if he vets out he could be highlighted as music of the week at some point? Here are few of his songs from one my favorite albums of his:
Comment:
How Russians Crushed Moscow’s Vaccine Passport Plan In Just 3 Weeks!

National Action Task Force Emergency Broadcast – Action Plan

Comment:
I thought some of you may be interested in these. I have spent many years studying Isaiah from the Bible. This last year, it has brought me tremendous comfort as I see the prophecies being fulfilled (even though some of them can be intense). I have over 80 memes I have created from the verses of Isaiah so far- you can find them on my Pinterest board https://www.isaiahexplained.com/34#one_col
Let me know what you think. Do any of the verses speak to you? I hope you enjoy the fruits of my labors. 😊

Comment:
Comment:
Subject: War on God
Hello Catherine,
I found this link and I hope it will help if you haven’t already seen this… https://rumble.com/vkrdx6-dr.-zelenko-speaks-to-a-rabbinical-court-in-jerusalem.html
https://rumble.com/vl4u7t-dr.-zev-zelenko-slays-globalists-exposes-global-genocidal-event.html
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Take Action

Question:
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Comment:
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